Twin screw ships may experience considerably asymmetric propeller functioning during manoeuvres. This phenomenon may result in large power fluctuations during tight manoeuvres, with increases of shaft torque up to and over 100% of the steady values in straight course and considerable unbalances; this, in its turn, may be potentially dangerous, especially in case of particularly complex propulsion plant configurations, such as those with coupled shaftlines. A joint research project supported by the Italian Navy has been set up in order to deeply investigate the phenomenon, by means of large scale model testing and related numerical simulations. In the present work, the extensive experimental campaign results on a free running model of a twin-screw ship are presented, allowing to obtain a deeper insight of the problem. In particular, tests have been carried out simulating different simplified control schemes, starting from the most common constant rate of revolution tests and including different control strategies (constant torque and power). Usual standard manoeuvres (turning circle, zigzag and spiral) have been carried out, providing results for asymmetric shaft functioning and ship manoeuvrability behaviour. Results from the present analysis allow to obtain the complete model for the time domain simulation of asymmetric shaft functioning. &
Introduction
The problem of ship manoeuvrability has acquired increasing importance over the last decades, with particular attention to the capability to predict ship manoeuvring characteristics. This necessity was considerably boosted by the introduction of the manoeuvrability Standards by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO, 2002) . Many studies have been developed for years on the topic of manoeuvrability, however not many of them are centred on twin screw ships, providing a considerable lack of information and difficulties for the designer to cope with this problem. In some studies, an alternative form of the Mathematical Modeling Group (MMG) model is presented, including the various modifications needed to deal with the asymmetric behaviour of the ship shaftlines during manoeuvres (Kang et al., 2008; Khanfir et al., 2011) ; in other studies, the importance of hull appendages configuration is investigated, and possible ways to improve manoeuvrability predictions are presented Dubbioso and Viviani, 2012) . The present work is focused on a specific aspect of twin screw ship manoeuvrability, and in particular on the asymmetric propeller behaviour during manoeuvres. This asymmetric functioning may be considered as a side effect of manoeuvrability which affects the propulsion system behaviour; moreover, it may also affect ship manoeuvrability itself, becoming a topic of interest from many points of view.
In general, it is well known that marine propulsion plants can experience large power fluctuations during tight manoeuvres, with considerable increases of shaft torque up to and over 100% of the steady values in straight course. Moreover, in the case of twin-screw ships, the two shaft lines dynamics can present considerable asymmetric behaviour, with significant unbalances of power and torque.
This phenomenon has already been analysed (Viviani et al., 2007) , by considering a series of turning circle manoeuvres at different speeds and rudder angles performed during sea trials for different twin screw ships; in addition to this results at model scale for only one ship were considered. This analysis allowed to underline a common trend for asymmetric shaft power increase despite significant differences between the various ships considered, in terms of dimensions, ship type and propulsion system, and it also allowed to gain a first insight into possible scale effects. In Section 2, a brief overview of the main outcome of this preliminary work is reported. A simplified approach to the problem by means of the adoption of an asymmetric variation of wake fraction during manoeuvres was proposed, and this was introduced into a simulator with promising results (Viviani et al., 2008) .
The phenomenon of asymmetric loading of shaftlines, if not correctly considered, may be potentially dangerous. As an example, in case of particular propulsion plant configurations in which two shaft lines are driven by a unique prime motor, the connecting reduction gear can be subject to significant unbalances. This kind of propulsion plant is in fact not very common, however it is present in some recent applications, such as fast naval ships.
With this in mind, a joint research project supported by the Italian Navy (PROSSIMA-PROpulSion StrategIes in MAnoeuvrability) has been conducted in the past years. In this project, an extensive campaign of free running model tests and simulations has been carried out and developed in cooperation by CNR-INSEAN, University of Genoa (DINAEL) and CETENA,, with the scope of providing data for the development of a simulator including the ship propulsion system and manoeuvrability. This simulator may become a useful tool for ship propulsion systems and automation design (Altosole et al., , 2010 , being complementary to free running model tests and allowing the introduction of elements which can hardly be represented in model scale (such as Controllable Pitch Propellers, effective propulsion system functioning and automation effect, etc.).
The main focus of this paper will be on the experimental campaign and related results, comparing the effect of the different control strategies adopted (constant RPM, constant torque and constant power). Furthermore, some results obtained with the developed simulator in model scale will be also presented.
Summary of previous work
In the present section, a brief overview of the main outcome of previous works is reported. As already mentioned, a series of full scale turning circle manoeuvres, evaluating the asymmetric shaft power increase at different speed and rudder angle were considered in a preliminary analysis (Viviani et al., 2007) ,. The used data covered different twin screw naval ships of different types, ranging from rather slow Auxiliary ships and Replenishment and Logistic support ships to fast Frigates and Corvettes, with rather significant variations in terms of hull shape and propulsion system. All ships presented a twin screw propulsion configuration with completely separated propulsion plants, however, prime movers were various, including Diesel Engines, Electrical Motors and Gas Turbines, or combinations of them; both CPP and FPP configurations were present in the analysis.
In Figs. 1 and 2 stabilized power increases (recorded during the steady part of the turn) obtained for all ships are summarized for Fig. 1 . Internal shaft-stabilized power increase (Viviani et al., 2007) . internal and external shafts (with respect to the turn) respectively as a function of rudder angle; results at different speeds are included in the graph, since the effect of ship speed proved to be rather limited, as long as automation is not acting to limit load on the shaftlines. In addition to experimental points, best-fit curves (linear in correspondence to external shaft, quadratic in correspondence to internal shaft) are reported, together with a band indicating a range of plus and minus 10%.
Even if the presented data obviously present a certain scatter, a rather clear tendency with a stabilized power increase ranging from about 85% to about 105% for external shaft and from 30% to 50% for internal shaft, was found.
In addition to this analysis, turning circle tests results were processed by means of the "asymmetric wake fraction variation" concept in order to obtain corrective coefficients to simulate shaftline asymmetry. The procedure recalls somehow the classical self propulsion test analysis, even if with some necessary assumptions and differences.
For each manoeuvre, the stabilized part of the turn is considered, evaluating from kinematics the effective velocity in correspondence to both shaftlines. As a consequence, it is possible to determine the relative rotative efficiency η r (assumed as equal to the one obtained during self propulsion tests) and, in its turn, K Q value for both shafts:
where Q and n are the mean torque and shaft revolutions during stabilised turn, respectively. Using this value, it is possible to evaluate the equivalent open water propeller advance coefficient J (using torque identity) and consequently the ð1−wÞ value during turn. It has to be noticed that the presented results were obtained by assuming constant propeller characteristic curves (i.e. neglecting the effect of oblique flow on propeller).
ð1−wÞ ¼
Comparing this result with the correspondent value in straight motion, a coefficient Δw representing wake fraction variation was computed:
This approach is schematised in Fig. 3 ; in particular, two effects are superimposed during manoeuvres, i.e. a first symmetrical variation of advance coefficient due to speed reduction during turn, and an asymmetric variation of advance coefficient, which results in asymmetric loading of shaftlines.
Wake fraction variation Δw values in general presented a similar trend, with negative values in correspondence to internal shaft, reducing overload due to speed loss in turn, and positive values in correspondence to external shaft, increasing shaft overload. Selected values obtained for ships which are more similar to present one are reported in Fig. 4 for maximum rudder angle (7351) turning circle manoeuvres. As it can be seen, a rather large scatter is present in this case. It has to be noted that, even if all ships considered in previous analyses show the same trend, some cases exist in which a reversed trend appeared; as an example, in Atsavapranee et al. (2010) results of a similar work on rotating arm on the DDG51 hull were reported, showing an opposite trend, with external propeller that are less loaded than the internal one. This can be probably due to a combination of different effects, such as propeller rotation, local wake structure and rudder induced effect (rudder blockage). Regarding propeller rotation, it has to be noted that this is certainly not the sole factor to be considered, since values reported belong to ships with both possible configurations. It should be noticed, moreover, that the physical meaning of this wake fraction variation is contradictory to what could be expected, leading to an apparent speed reduction in correspondence to the external shaft, which is expected to work in a less disturbed flow during turn, and an acceleration in correspondence to the internal shaft, which is expected to be more "covered" by the hull wake during turn. From this point of view, many different effects are in reality present, among which the most important probably are:
propeller is working in an oblique flow, tangential velocity may be present at propeller plane, due to vortex shedding from the hull, and in general, perturbed wake affects propeller behaviour.
First point is particularly important for external propeller, for which no flow straightening effect is expected, thus resulting in the maximum oblique flow; other effects may be more important for internal propeller, which in general experiences a rather nonuniform and complex wake. From this point of view, therefore, the wake fraction variation has to be considered as an artificial way to include all these effects in one correction, rather than as a real acceleration or deceleration of the longitudinal speed. As it will be seen in Section 6, this approach turned out to be very effective from the point of view of the simulation of the asymmetric shaft functioning, thus it was deemed acceptable. Moreover, it should be noticed that the inclusion of some effects, such as modified propeller characteristic curves due to oblique flow, do not significantly modify the results, thus the present approach was maintained. In Section 7, results from a different analysis, carried out by means of RANSE approach, are briefly summarized, stressing the importance of the direct analysis of flow field at stern for a complete understanding of the phenomenon. Another important issue is represented by scale effects; in Viviani et al. (2007) a comparison of results from free running model tests and sea trials for a ship whose type and configuration are the same of the ship used for this study, was reported, allowing to have a first insight into this problem.
Results showed that, for the particular tested configuration, power increases tend to be underestimated during free running model tests, with values that are lower by about 10-15% in correspondence to maximum rudder angle for both external and internal shafts. It is obvious that validity of this result is limited to the specific ship, and cannot be generalised. Results from the present work, if coupled with full scale results, could provide in the future a further insight into this problem, thus presenting a possible added value of the research.
Ship characteristics
The ship selected for this analysis is a fast twin screw/twin rudder ship, similar to those analysed in previous studies (Viviani et al., 2007) . The main characteristics of the ship are reported in Table 1 where L is the ship's length, B is the ship's beam, T is the draft, C B is the block coefficient. As a matter of fact and due to confidentiality reasons, it is not possible to provide complete data regarding the ship A large model of the ship (about 7.2 m long), as depicted in Fig. 5 was manufactured in order to carry out free running model tests. In Section 4, the experimental facility and setup are briefly summarized.
Experimental facility and setup
In this section, the experimental facility and instrumentation adopted by CNR-INSEAN are briefly described (Section 4.1), then the complete list of performed tests is provided (Section 4.2).
CNR-INSEAN outdoor manoeuvring basin and model setup
The experimental activities are carried out in Nemi's natural volcanic lake located 40 km away from the main CNR-INSEAN buildings. It is an ideal location where long-term dead-calm water conditions are frequent in a non-anthropic natural and environmentally protected area. The water surface is large enough to allow the execution on any kind of manoeuvring test regardless the model size and speed. For the sake of clarity, Figs. 6 and 7 with a Google map s satellite view (Decimal GPS coordinate lat.
12.700377702713013 long. 41.720448924843765) and the official ITTC facility data sheet are included, respectively. On-board of the unmanned model, each propeller shaft is driven by a dedicated electric brushless motor; in order to simulate a possible cross-connect configuration, both shafts may be connected by a chain and a suitable reduction gear. The overall energy demand of the system is provided by a diesel electric generator. Each shaft line is equipped with a dynamometer for the measurements of propeller loads, namely torque and thrust; in particular, thrust measurement is a new element with respect to experiments both at full and model scale presented in Viviani et al. (2007) . In Fig. 8 the model setup is schematized.
In addition to tests carried out with the standard approach keeping constant propeller RPM during manoeuvres, a series of tests with different propulsion settings, i.e. constant propeller torque and constant propeller power,have been considered. Constant torque and power configurations are obtained by modifying the value of the limit voltage V LIM during the manoeuvres. The control system continuously monitors the torque (or power) during manoeuvre, and varies the V LIM value in a feedback control loop in order to keep them constant. Details of the controller are described in . In particular, the control system acts to limit the feeding voltage to the brushless motor in order to fix the power/torque release. In present tests, both power and torque are kept constant to the value recorded during the approach phase.
The self-propelled unmanned free-running model usually is fully equipped with all the technical devices (DGPS, IMUs, torque and thrusts metres on the propeller axis, dynamo-tachometers, real-time data transmission devices, etc.) necessary to carry out the experimental activities.
All tests are carried out in a calm environment, in order to avoid external disturbances. This allows to achieve a satisfactory repetitiveness, as confirmed by repeatability analyses which were carried out for this specific case (as reported in 
Performed tests
As already mentioned, tests were carried out in correspondence to three different simplified control strategies, i.e. constant RPM, constant torque and constant power. It is worth mentioning that for the first two configurations shaftlines were completely separated, while during the constant power tests, shaftlines were coupled by means of the above mentioned chain, thus forcing shaft revolutions to remain equal during the whole test; in this case, total power was kept constant, while the two shafts still behave differently due to their asymmetric functioning.
In all configurations, the constant value (RPM, torque or power) imposed during the manoeuvre is set to the one recorded during the approach phase in steady rectilinear motion. Being the model equipped with fixed pitch propellers, constant torque and power tests are obtained by means of shaft revolutions reduction.
In correspondence to all the control strategies, the following set of manoeuvres has been carried out at two different Constant RPM tests results may be directly compared with those obtained in the previous studies (Viviani et al., 2007; Dubbioso et al., 2010) . Moreover, these tests were also analysed in order to obtain suitable coefficients for shaft asymmetric functioning simulation, as reported in Section 5.1. Constant torque and power tests allowed to directly compare results in correspondence to different control strategies (Section 5.2), moreover they provided useful data for further validation of simulation model (Section 6).
Experimental campaign results

Constant RPM tests
In Figs. 9 and 10, typical results of constant RPM tests are reported for 351 turning circle and 201/201 zigzag tests at lower Froude number. In both cases, thrust and torque variation (equal to power variation being RPM constant) with respect to initial value are plotted.
The asymmetric behaviour of shaftlines is clearly evidenced, with a considerable overload of the external shaft, superimposed to the effect of advance speed reduction during manoeuvre.
Results in correspondence to other manoeuvres with lower rudder angle are in line with the ones reported, with obviously less significant unbalances of shaft functioning during manoeuvre, and are omitted for the sake of shortness.
In Figs. 11 and 12, the main macroscopic parameters of the turning circle manoeuvre (non-dimensional values of advance and tactical diameter and thrust and torque increases during manoeuvre) are reported for the two ship speeds considered. In particular, Fig. 12 clearly evidences the asymmetric behaviour, which is similar in the two speeds.
As a first analysis, the results of turning circle manoeuvres were compared with those presented in previous works. Fig. 13 shows stabilised power increases obtained in correspondence to different rudder angles and velocities. The black crosses, white dots and black dots represent present results in model scale, previous results in model scale and previous results in full scale respectively.
It is evident that the results that have been obtained present the same behaviour (at least qualitatively) of previous ones. Nevertheless, shaftline overload is lower in the analysed t case for both internal (nearly constant value, with an increase of about 5%) and external shaft (about 50% increment). As it could be expected, these results are more in line with previous ones in model scale, even if also in this case power increases are lower.
As a second step, corrective coefficients in order to simulate asymmetric shaft functioning were evaluated. The chosen approach is exactly the same as the one already presented in Section 2, however in the present case, an additional analysis is performed considering the availability of thrust data.
In particular, once J value during manoeuvre is identified, thrust coefficient K T is also evaluated, from which nominal thrust T NOM in open water conditions is obtained. Comparing it with measured thrust in free running model tests, T MEAS , a further thrust correction factor, Γ, is obtained.
In Fig. 14 the asymmetric wake fraction variation values obtained at different speeds and rudder angles are presented. It can be observed how the wake fraction variation Δw values are rather large, especially for the internal shaft (with maximum absolute values in correspondence to tighter turns up to about 0.3, reducing shaft overload due to speed loss in turn), while slightly positive values can be observed for the external shaft, increasing shaft overload. Results obtained for the thrust correction factor Γ are presented in Fig. 15 ; as it can be seen, values are rather limited, being lower than 5%, underlining that the asymmetric load taken into account with Δw represents the majority of the effects.
It has to be remarked that a parallel analysis was carried out with similar steps, but considering at first thrust instead of torque, similarly to analysis of self propulsion tests. In particular, steps are as follows: considering mean measured thrust, K T value during turn is evaluated, advance coefficient is evaluated from propeller open water tests, asymmetric ð1−wÞ is computed by means of (2), and thus Δw comparing torque value during turn with expected nominal value, a torque correction factor is evaluated.
Results from this analysis are omitted since, as it could be expected, they did not provide any added value, with similar results in terms of asymmetric wake fraction variation and torque correction factor near to unit value. The unique advantage, if any, of this procedure is merely formal, being more similar to the conventional self propulsion test analysis. However, the procedure starting from torque value is considered preferable since it may be applied, as done in Viviani et al. (2007) , to full scale tests, for which thrust value is usually not available due to the difficulties connected to its measurement.
Constant torque and power tests
Figs. 16 and 17 present the main results obtained considering the constant torque and power controls for the most critical turning circle manoeuvre, including both kinematic and propeller functioning parameters. Results are also compared to values obtained with constant RPM configuration.
The influence of control strategy is rather limited in terms of usual macroscopic parameters, as visible in Fig. 16 ; similar results were obtained for other parameters and other manoeuvres, and are omitted for the sake of shortness. The main difference between different control strategies is represented by speed variation during manoeuvre, magnified in the case of turning circle at larger rudder angles. Due to the different propeller revolutions in turn, the speed reduction is larger in correspondence to constant torque tests and lower in correspondence to constant RPM tests. This speed reduction is also propagated to other velocities; turning circle trajectory is almost invariant in all cases, with the ship moving more slowly at constant torque. This effect is clearly evidenced by the non-dimensional yaw rate (not reported for the sake of shortness), which remains constant, confirming the parallel reduction of all velocities involved in the manoeuvre.
Effect of different control strategies in terms of shaft revolutions, torque, power and thrust during the turning circle manoeuvre is represented, clearly evidencing the considerable differences of various approaches; in particular, external shaft measured data are reported, since they show the most significant variations due to higher overload. Only in the case of constant power control (external plus internal shaft) total power is reported, consistently with the control strategy. As it could be expected, the maximum shaft revolutions reduction is obtained in the case of constant torque control; and also thrust variations are considerably reduced. Results of the particular control strategy with constant power control, are evidenced in Fig. 17 . The value of total power is effectively kept constant during manoeuvre; nevertheless the two shafts still present unbalances (not reported in the figure) since the two fixed pitch propellers present the same revolutions reduction. In full scale this unbalance might be compensated by adjusting separately propeller pitches (in case of CPPs).
For the sake of completeness, Figs. 18 and 19 highlight the complete results of thrust, torque and power variations during A. Coraddu et al. / Ocean Engineering 68 (2013) [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] turn for the different control strategies in correspondence to the two speeds considered, showing again the same features already discussed.
In particular, considering the constant power case, only one curve is obviously represented for the RPM variation during manoeuvre, and the correspondent figures of torque, thrust and CONSTANT RPM CONTROL CONSTANT POWER CONTROL Fig. 18 . Asymmetric propeller functioning during turning circle manoeuvre at different rudder angles in correspondence to different control strategies-Froude number ¼ 0.25. power show the residual unbalances which are experienced with this configuration, in which total power only is constant. Moreover, it is again noticeable that the behaviour at the two rather different velocities is considerably similar.
Simulations
Coefficients obtained in previous analysis have been introduced into a propulsion and manoeuvrability simulator developed in SIMULINK s environment at DITEN in past years in order to test its capability to capture the shaft asymmetric behaviour; an overview of the main blocks present in the simulator is given in Fig. 20 , while a complete description of the various parts is omitted for the sake of brevity, and may be found in Dubbioso et al. (2010) . In this particular case, the propulsion part was limited, considering only the electrical motor and a simplified representation of its control. Unbalancing coefficients evaluated in the previous section are introduced in the simulator at each time step as a function of the drift angle, as proposed in Viviani et al. (2008) . This section presents the results of some simulations and compares them with experimental results. Figs. 21 and 22 show, as an example, results related to turning circle and zigzag manoeuvres at higher speed and constant RPM control, showing a good agreement.
From this point of view, it has to be noted that, regarding the manoeuvrability part, hydrodynamic coefficients initially evaluated by means of regressions developed at DITEN (Dubbioso and Viviani, 2012) were suitably tuned in order to reduce errors in kinematic characteristics. This approach was considered acceptable, since the main focus of this activity was on the asymmetric shaft behaviour and its effect on propulsion, thus it was decided to eliminate other possible sources of discrepancies.
As it can be seen, asymmetric shaft behaviour is correctly represented, even if in the case of turning circle a slight overestimation (about 10%) of internal shaft torque is present; discrepancies are very small in case of zigzag manoeuvre.
Similar results were also obtained for other manoeuvres and control strategies, and are omitted in present paper. For the sake of completeness, however, propeller RPM, torque and power variations during turn are presented in Figs. 23 and 24 for the two remaining control strategies, showing again a very good agreement.
Alternative analysis of asymmetric shaft functioning
In the results presented the main focus has been centred on the effects that the propulsion device of a twin screw vessel experiences during a maneuver. As it has been discussed, the hydrodynamic phenomena causing the propeller's overloading and unbalancing are mainly related to the hull wake features in correspondence to the internal and external propeller. Moreover, hull wake during a typical steady tight turn is extremely complicated because it is primarily affected by separation phenomena and the presence of large vortical structures detached from the hull. In order to gain more insight into the characteristics of the hull under dynamic motion and its effect on the propulsion device, an alternative approach has been recently proposed ; in this section, the key aspects and principal results are summarized.
In particular, numerical simulations have been carried out by means of the CNR-INSEAN in-house CFD solver χnavis in order to estimate the flow field around the hull, especially in correspondence to the stern region and the propellers. In this preliminary investigation, a simplified hull geometry has been considered, CONSTANT TORQUE CONTROL namely the bare hull fitted with bilge keels and centerline skeg without propeller shafts and brackets (see Fig. 25 ).
The choice for this simplified configuration is supported by the numerical results of a manoeuvreing ship presented in Broglia et al. (2011) and Durante et al. (2010) , where it was emphasized that the strong vortical structures developed during the maneuver were primarily originated in correspondence to the bilge keels and the skeg. The simulations have been carried out for the lower speed considering two conditions: ship in rectilinear motion (approach phase) and ship in the steady turn at the highest rudder angle. In the second case, kinematics conditions (yaw rate, absolute speed and drift, neglecting roll angle) have been imposed to be equal to those experienced during the experiments. In both cases the propeller nominal wake has been evaluated. In particular, the absolute velocity and yaw rate have been set from measurements (absolute velocity correspondent to F N ¼0.194 and nondimensional turning radius R′¼ 2.2); the drift angle, not directly measured during the experiments, was set equal to 101, which is a typical value for frigate type vessel. Once the nominal wake has been evaluated, propeller loads (thrust and torque) corresponding to the computed nominal wake (on both the internal and external side) have been evaluated off-line from the uRaNSE solver. Propellers are modelled by means of a suitable Blade Element and Momentum Theory (BEMT) model extended to treat oblique flow. In this model, the propeller blades are described by means of the hydrodynamic characteristics of 2D sections encountering a variable flow in terms of angle of attack and velocity magnitude during one complete revolution.
In Fig. 26 the model wake during the steady turn in correspondence to the propeller disks is represented in terms of axial velocity (u), nondimensionalised with respect to ship longitudinal speed. It is worth emphasizing that in the steady turn condition, the velocity field over the two propellers is asymmetric, leading to the asymmetric propeller behaviour. Moreover, it can be evidenced that the flow in the leeward side is more complicated with respect to the windward one, because it is mainly influenced by the hull wake and the presence of a large vortical region in the lower half of the disk.
Regarding the external propeller, the main effect is clearly given by the lateral speed as it could be expected since the shaftline is directly exposed to free stream, without significant interference by the hull.
The propeller loads (considering constant RPM functioning) and in particular their percentage increase with respect to the values experienced in the approach phase, that were evaluated by the BEMT model with the (computed) hull wake are reported in Table 2 and compared to the experimental results recorded during the free running test. It is evident that the BEMT model is able to capture the overall shafts behaviour. In particular, the external propeller is more loaded with respect to the internal one, even if a slightly lower asymmetry is predicted (with lower thrust at the external shaft and higher thrust at the internal shaft). Regarding torque, internal shaft presents similar a tendency. Moreover, numerical values seem to over predict experimental ones, even if percentage variations are in line with experiments. From this point of view, it has to be stressed that torque is more influenced by sectional drag coefficients, and therefore a finer tuning with respect to open water curves might improve this result. Considering the complexity of the phenomenon and the approximation introduced by neglecting interactions among the propeller and the hull and the simplified propeller model, results can be considered very promising. This analysis shows the very complex phenomena which are present in reality, whose effect in terms of global shaft overload is captured with the adoption of the simplified model presented in the paper. Many efforts are still needed in order to fully understand these phenomena. In particular, the analysis of the effects of the presence of propeller shaft and brackets is still ongoing as well the direct inclusion of a simplified model in the CFD solver. Fig. 19 . Continued.
CONSTANT TORQUE CONTROL
Conclusions
This paper presents the, results of an extensive experimental campaign on a free running model of a twin-screw ship, carried out in the framework of the project PROSSIMA.
Tests included standard turning circle, zigzag and spiral manoeuvres at two different speeds, and were carried out with different control strategies, namely constant propeller revolutions, torque and power.
The analysis of tests provided information about ship manoeuvrability in general and asymmetric shaft behaviour during manoeuvres, allowing to obtain a complete simulator for the propulsion system and manoeuvrability (in model scale), by means of a simplified, but effective, approach.
The comparison of simulated results and experimental data were satisfactory, even in presence of control strategies different from the one used to obtain unbalancing coefficients, thus showing the robustness of the presented approach. It is believed, therefore, that the simulator may be modified in order to represent various aspects of the full scale ship (such as CPP, real automation and propulsion plant characteristics, etc.), allowing the designer to obtain a better insight in the functioning of various components and to develop the correct control schemes in order to optimize them.
Nevertheless, many aspects still need to be investigated, such as possible scale effects (already pointed out in Viviani et al. (2007) , but still to be confirmed) and currently available regression formula for hydrodynamic coefficients calculations; moreover, a deeper analysis in the complex phenomena involving stern flow is needed, in order to gain a better insight into them. For what regards scale effects, once full scale data will be available, they will be further compared with present data in model scale, allowing to increase understanding of this phenomenon. Regarding the formulas for hydrodynamic coefficients calculations, they still need improvement, since values of coefficients had to be tuned in this work in order to obtain a sufficiently correct simulation of manoeuvrability characteristics. From this point of view, it will be necessary to further investigate complex effects such as hull/appendages and hull/ propeller/rudder interactions (e.g. flow straightening coefficients) during manoeuvres. It is believed that, in order to obtain this goal, sets of dedicated experimental campaigns (both at PMM and with free running tests) would be beneficial; in parallel to these tests, numerical calculations (e.g. RANS calculations) may allow to reduce model testing efforts if correctly calibrated. Numerical approaches, as shown in the preliminary calculations presented in Section 7, may allow to provide a further (and more physical) insight into the problem of shaft asymmetric behaviour during turn. As a consequence, this may help to overcome the presented simplified approach which, as mentioned, is very effective in terms of global propulsion system simulations during turn (at least considering mean values), but does not allow to capture the real flow effects at stern. As an example, the non-stationary functioning of both the propellers in turn due to the lateral flow on the external shaft and to the complex wake system on the internal shaft may not be considered with the mentioned approach, even if it may be significant in terms of propeller cavitation (in full scale) and its side effects (pressure pulses, radiated noise). 
